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RNA binding proteins (RBPs) are typically involved in
non-equilibrium cellular processes, and specificity
can arise from differences in ground state, transition
state, or product states of the binding reactions for
alternative RNAs. Here, we use high-throughput
methods to measure and analyze the RNA associa-
tion kinetics and equilibrium binding affinity for all
possible sequence combinations in the precursor
tRNA binding site of C5, the essential protein subunit
of Escherichia coli RNase P. The results show that
the RNA sequence specificity of C5 arises due to
favorable RNA-protein interactions that stabilize the
transition state for association and bound enzyme-
substrate complex. Specificity is further impacted
by unfavorable RNA structure involving the C5 bind-
ing site in the ground state. The results illustrate a
comprehensive quantitative approach for analysis
of RNA binding specificity, and show how both
RNA structure and sequence preferences of an
essential protein subunit direct the specificity of a
ribonucleoprotein enzyme.
INTRODUCTION
The regulation of gene expression at the RNA level relies on the
binding of numerous RNA binding proteins (RBPs) to a variety of
functional RNA classes (Iadevaia and Gerber, 2015; Mitchell and
Parker, 2014; Shi and Barna, 2015; Singh et al., 2015; Van As-
sche et al., 2015). To delineate and understand the functions of
RBPs it is critical to understand their specificity, that is, how
they discriminate between alternative RNA binding sites. Signif-
icant progress has been made in defining protein binding sites
within the transcriptomes of cells (Ascano et al., 2012; Licatalosi
et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2010). New approaches also allow
simultaneous measurements of protein binding to thousands
or more different substrate variants in vitro and in vivo (Campbell
and Wickens, 2015; Cook et al., 2015; Jankowsky and Harris,
2015).
The specificities of RBPs are often viewed as differences
in equilibrium binding affinities between RNA ligands. This
perspective allows the development of quantitative models of
sequence discrimination that often correlate with binding prefer-
ences of an RBP in the cell. Application of information theory to
quantify the specificity of DNA binding proteins provides a pre-
cedence and context for advancing the understanding of RNA
specificity (Schneider et al., 1986; Stormo, 2013). However,
equilibrium conditions do not always apply in vivo, and it is
generally appreciated that the kinetic aspects of RNA-protein in-
teractions play a critical biological role (Jankowsky and Harris,
2015; Mackereth and Sattler, 2012; Mitchell and Parker, 2014;
Ray, 1983). Currently, the linkages between the kinetic mecha-
nisms of RBP binding and specificity are poorly understood.
Only a single recent study reported the mechanistic analysis of
the effects of large numbers of sequence variants in an RNA
stem loop recognized by phage MS2 coat protein (Buenrostro
et al., 2014). The results showed that the determinants of RBP
MS2 RNA discrimination are structure and position specific,
and selectivity is achieved in large part through differences in
association rate constants.
For no RBP has the link between specificity and bindingmech-
anism been examined for all possible sequence variants. Here,
we conducted such a comprehensive study for RBP C5, the pro-
tein subunit of E. coli RNase P (RNase P), an essential tRNA 50
end processing endonuclease (Figure 1). C5 binds the 50 leader
sequences of precursor tRNAs (ptRNAs) at a defined region, N-3
to N-8, relative to the RNase P cleavage site at N1. To systemat-
ically link specificity to binding kinetics it is necessary to consider
the free energy landscape for the RNA-protein association reac-
tion (Figure 1A). Specificity can arise due to differences in the
ground state of RNA variants, the ground state of their RNA-pro-
tein complexes, and the transition states for RNA-protein com-
plex formation, or through a combination thereof. Previously,
we used high-throughput sequencing to measure the effect on
kcat/Km for all possible sequence variations in the binding site
of C5. The results demonstrated that, although the genomically
encoded C5 binding sites do not show sequence or structure
signatures, C5 contributes inherent 50 leader sequence speci-
ficity to the magnitude of kcat/Km for RNase P (Guenther et al.,
2013; Koutmou et al., 2010). A general free energy landscape
experimentally determined for processing of a model ptRNAMet
with a genomically encoded leader sequence by Escherichia
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coli RNase P involves fast cleavage relative to substrate
dissociation, and thus kcat/Km measures the association step
(Figure 1C). However, the global effects of sequence variation
on this landscape, and therefore the underlying link between
C5 specificity and RNase P specificity for ptRNA, are not
understood.
We comprehensively determined how the RNA binding protein
C5 contributes to E. coli RNase P substrate specificity using
high-throughput kinetic and equilibrium binding methods. The
data show that C5 sequence specificity arises due to favorable
RNA-protein interactions that stabilize both the transition state
for association and the enzyme-substrate (ES) complex. Unfa-
vorable RNA structures involving the C5 binding site in the free
RNA make independent contributions to specificity. Thus, C5
protein specificity contributes to E. coli RNase P substrate
discrimination for 50 leader sequences and structure due to ef-
fects on both the ground state and transition state for binding.
RESULTS
Variation of ptRNA Sequence in the C5 Binding Site
Affects RNase P Association and Equilibrium Binding
but Not the Cleavage Step
To determine how sequence variation in the C5 protein binding
site affects the free energy landscape for the RNase P reaction,
we first analyzed a population of substrates containing all
sequence variants at positions in the ptRNA 50 leader that
interact with C5 using single-turnover kinetics, multiple-turnover
kinetics, and equilibrium binding. Randomization was carried out
in the background of a well-characterized E. coli ptRNAMet82
substrate with a genomically encoded sequence that binds to
E. coli RNase P with nanomolar affinity, and reacts with a kcat
that reflects the substrate cleavage step and a kcat/Km that mea-
sures association (Figure 1C) (Sun et al., 2006; Yandek et al.,
2013). The binding and kinetics of the ptRNAMet82(N-3-8) sub-
strate population, which is randomized at positions N(-3) to
N(-8), were compared with those of the native ptRNAMet82
containing the genomically encoded C5 binding site (AAAAAG)
(Figure 2A). Additional 50 leader sequences (21A) were added
to ptRNAMet82 for subsequent high-throughput studies as
described below.
Randomization of the C5 binding site has little effect on single-
turnover reaction kinetics performed at saturating RNase P con-
centration (Figure 2B). Under these conditions the catalytic step
is rate limiting for the native ptRNAMet82 (Sun et al., 2010; Yandek
et al., 2013). Therefore, this result suggests that C5 binding does
not contribute significantly to the cleavage step consistent with
previous studies (Hsieh et al., 2004; Hsieh and Fierke, 2009; Nir-
anjanakumari et al., 1998), although an effect on RNase P catal-
ysis for a small number of variants cannot be excluded. Because
tRNA binds with much higher affinity and dissociates muchmore
slowly than the 50 leader sequence cleavage product (Kurz et al.,
1998; Sun et al., 2006), the results further suggest that turnover
of ES (kcat) is unlikely to be affected by leader randomization.
Previously, we showed that the multiple-turnover kinetics of
the randomized ptRNAMet82(N-3-8) population differ markedly
from the time course of ptRNAMet82 in multiple-turnover reac-
tions at limiting substrate concentrations (Figure 2C) (Guenther
et al., 2013). In competitive reactions containing alternative
substrates different ptRNAs react according to their kcat/Km (An-
derson, 2015), which reflects the rate constant for ptRNAMet82
association (Guenther et al., 2013; Yandek et al., 2013). Since
the same randomization does not affect the cleavage step this
result indicates that C5 contributes primarily to association.
To test this and gain additional insight into the effects of leader
sequence variation on RNase P mechanism we measured the
effect of randomizing the C5 binding site on equilibrium binding
affinity. Gel mobility shift assays were used to quantify free
and bound ptRNA. Figure 2D shows that randomization of
the C5 binding site alters the observed binding affinity of the
Figure 1. RNA Binding Protein C5 Contributes to E. coli RNase P Specificity by Binding ptRNA 50 Leader Sequences
(A) Free energy landscape for a first-order reversible RBP association reaction. RNA 1–3 illustrate the potential for sequence variation to affect the free energies of
the ground state, transition state (TS), and the RNA-protein complex.
(B) Structure model of RNase P composed of P RNA (blue) and C5 protein (red) complexed with a substrate ptRNA (gray) with the 50 leader (green) bound by C5.
(C) The reaction mechanism for E. coli RNase P processing of a model ptRNAMet82 (Yandek et al., 2013) involves rapid cleavage relative to dissociation such that
the rate constant at limiting substrate concentration (kcat/Km) reflects the association step.
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ptRNAMet82(N-3-8) population relative to ptRNAMet82. Thus,
these data indicate that C5 binding specificity does not
contribute significantly to RNase P catalysis, but alters both
association kinetics and equilibrium binding affinity.
Comprehensive, High-Throughput Determination of the
Effects of Sequence Variation in the C5 Binding Site on
Association Kinetics, krel, and Equilibrium Binding
Affinity, KA,rel
The degree of correlation between association kinetics and equi-
librium binding affinity necessarily depends on how sequence
variation alters the free energy landscape for the binding reaction
(Figure 1A). Linear free energy relationships between rate and
equilibrium constants for the same reaction can provide informa-
tion on how changes in molecular structure affect the reaction
mechanism. Linear free energy relationships are used exten-
sively in mechanistic studies of physical organic chemistry (Kirby
and Nome, 2015; Lassila et al., 2011) and protein folding (Fersht
et al., 1992;Matouschek and Fersht, 1993; Sosnick, 2008). There
are limits to interpreting free energy relationships arising from
differences in ground state, multiple reaction channels, and
changes inmechanism (Farcasiu, 1975; Jencks, 1985). Nonethe-
less, correlating the effects of C5 binding site sequence variation
on ptRNA kinetics and equilibrium binding affinity can reveal po-
tential differences in the free energy of the transition state for as-
sociation versus the ES complex. Accordingly, we measured
the relative rate constants and equilibrium association constants
for all possible sequence variants in the C5 binding site. As
described in the next section, we used the resulting rate and
equilibrium constant distributions to globally analyze the effect
of C5 binding site sequence variation on RNase P mechanism.
The relative kcat/Km (krel) for RNase P processing of ptRNA
Met82
randomized at positions N-3-8 were determined previously
using high-throughput sequencing kinetics (HiTS-KIN) (Guenther
et al., 2013). In brief, the time-dependent changes in distribution
of RNA species in the substrate population due to RNase P pro-
cessing were analyzed by Illumina sequencing, and relative rate
Figure 2. Single-Turnover Kinetics, Steady-State Kinetics, and Equi-
librium Binding Affinities of ptRNAMet8221A and the ptRNAMet82
21A(N-3-8) Randomized Population
(A) Proximal leader sequence of ptRNAMet8221A showing the C5 binding site
(red) and the nucleotide positions randomized ptRNAMet8221A(N-3-8). The
sequence of the 21A 50 leader is shown in Figure 3A.
(B) Single-turnover kinetic analyses of ptRNAMet8221A (open circles) and
ptRNAMet8221A(N-3-8) (filled circles). Assays were performed at saturating
(>1 mM) RNase P concentration with limiting (10 nM) concentrations of sub-
strate ptRNA in order to observe the effect of -3-8 randomization on the cat-
alytic step. The data are fit to a single exponential function.
(C) Multiple-turnover kinetic analyses of ptRNAMet8221A (open circles) and
ptRNAMet8221A(N-3-8) (filled circles). Assays were performed using excess
substrate (1 mM)with limiting RNase P concentration (5 nM) in order to estimate
the effect of -3-8 randomization on kcat/Km. The data are fit to a single expo-
nential function to illustrate the difference in kinetics of the genomically en-
coded sequence and the randomized population.
(D) Equilibrium binding analyses of ptRNAMet8221A (open circles) and
ptRNAMet8221A(N-3-8) (filled circles). Assays were performed with limiting
ptRNA (1 nM) and a range of RNase P concentrations, and the formation of
RNase P-ptRNA complex was quantified using EMSA in order to measure the
effect of N-3-8 randomization on equilibrium binding affinity. The data are fit to
a single-site equilibrium binding model.
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constants calculated using internal competition kinetics (Ander-
son, 2015). The HiTS-KIN procedure provides the relative kcat/Km
calibrated to the genomically encoded leader sequence (krel =
(kcat/Km(NNNNNN))/(kcat/Km(AAAAAG))). For sequences that
react faster the reference krel is greater than 1, while sequences
with slower kinetics react with krel values less than 1. The result-
ing rate constant distribution reflects the full range of effects of
C5 binding site sequence variation on RNase P processing ki-
netics. As described in more detail below, in this study we also
measured the krel distribution of a second ptRNA
Met82(N-3-8)
population termed 21B in which the constant distal leader
sequence (50 to the C5 binding site) was changed to its Wat-
son-Crick (WC) complement (Figure 3B) in order to investigate
effects of sequence context on specificity.
To measure the equilibrium association constant (KA) for the
same randomized populations of ptRNAMet82 substrates, we
developed an approach similar to HiTS-KIN that we term high-
throughput sequencing equilibrium (HiTS-EQ) binding. The over-
all HiTS-EQ workflow is shown in Figure S1. HiTS-EQ involves
separation of the free and bound fractions of the randomized
populations of ptRNA over a range of RNase P concentra-
tions using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). The
Figure 3. Correlation of Observed Association Rate Constants, krel, and Equilibrium Association Constants, KA,rel, for ptRNA
Met8221A(-3-8)
and ptRNAMet8221B(-3-8)
(A) Sequence of ptRNAMet8221A. The inverted leader sequences relative to 21B are underlined and the randomized positions N-3-8 are bold.
(B) Sequence of ptRNAMet8221B. The inverted leader sequences relative to 21A are underlined and the randomized positions N-3-8 are bold.
(C) Distributions of lnkrel and lnKA,rel values determined for ptRNA
Met8221A(N-3-8). The position of the genomically encoded reference sequence (AAAAAAG) at
krel = KA,rel = 0 is indicated by a solid vertical line.
(D) Distributions of lnkrel and lnKA,rel values determined for ptRNA
Met8221B(N-3-8). The position of the genomically encoded reference sequence (AAAAAAG) at
krel = KA,rel = 0 is indicated by a solid vertical line.
(E) Density plot of lnkrel versus lnKA,rel. The scale is shown on the right. Fitting the data to a linear equation yields a slope of 0.52 shown as an orange dotted line. A
theoretical reference line with a slope of 1 is shown as a dotted blue line.
(F) Density plot of lnkrel versus lnKA,rel. The scale is shown on the right. A fit of the data with lnkrel > 1 has a slope of approximately 0.5 is shown as an orange
dotted line. A reference line with a slope of 1 is shown as a dotted blue line. The orange dots in panels (E) and (F) indicate genomically encoded leader sequences.
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populations thus fractionated are gel purified and the distribution
of individual RNA variants determined by Illumina sequencing.
Quantitative analysis of the changes in the mole fractions of
each RNA variant was carried out using a simple competitive
equilibrium binding model. This operation allows the calculation
of relative equilibrium association constants (KA) values cali-
brated to the genomically encoded leader sequence (KA,rel =
KA(NNNNNN)/KA(AAAAAG)). Assays using single ptRNA sub-
strates were used to test the accuracy of the relative KA,rel values
determined by HiTS-EQ, and comparison of the KA,rel values
measured from independent experiments demonstrated the
reproducibility of the method (Figure S2).
Sequence Variation in the C5 Protein Binding Site Has
Equivalent Effects on krel and KA,rel
The ability to measure distributions of krel and KA,rel allowed us to
systematically analyze how variation differentially affects the rate
constant versus the equilibrium constant for RNase P binding.
The application of a simple linear free energy approach to reveal
mechanistic detail is powerful, but assumes a simple one-step
reaction mechanism and a common rate-limiting step as
described inmore detail in Supplemental Information (correlation
analysis of krel and KA,rel values). Nonetheless, quantitatively
analyzing the degree to which changes in krel and KA,rel are corre-
lated provides information on the effects of sequence variation
on the binding reaction mechanism (see Figure S3).
TheKA,rel and krel for the ptRNA
Met8221A(N-3-8) substrate pop-
ulation were compared as their natural log in order to correlate
these values on a common scale. A histogram illustrating the
numbers of sequences with a particular lnKA,rel and lnkrel value
is shown in Figure 3C. A similar range of rate and equilibrium
constant relative to the genomically encoded leader sequence
at lnKA,rel = lnkrel = 0 was observed for both datasets, with a
somewhat narrower distribution of lnKA,rel values. Most variants
were within a few fold of the native reference, although a signif-
icant fraction bound with higher affinity and reacted with faster
rate constants.
To correlate effects of leader sequence variation on associa-
tion kinetics and equilibrium binding, we plotted lnKA,rel versus
lnkrel for the individual variants in the ptRNA
Met8221A(N-3-8) pop-
ulation (Figure 3E). The majority of sequences follow a linear
trend in which lnKA,rel and lnkrel values are correlated with a pos-
itive slope of approximately 0.5 (orange dashed line). This corre-
lation between the effects of sequence variation on lnKA,rel and
lnkrel values includes the leader sequences for the 87 ptRNAs en-
coded in the E. coli genome (orange dots). Greater displacement
from linear correlation is observed at lower values of lnKA,rel and
lnkrel. This effect is attributable, in part, to greater experimental
error in measuring small rate and equilibrium constants by
HiTS-KIN and HiTS-EQ.
The observation of a linear correlation between association ki-
netics and equilibrium binding affinity indicates that variation in
the sequence of the C5 binding site results in a similar degree
of stabilization or destabilization of the transition state for asso-
ciation and the bound complex. That is, sequences that are
optimal for association and therefore lower the activation energy
are also optimal for binding affinity and similarly stabilize the
bound state. A slope of less than 1 suggests that there is a
greater effect of sequence variation on the transition state for as-
sociation versus the bound complex, and thus a proportionality
greater effect on the observed reaction kinetics.
Contribution of Distal Leader Sequences to Observed
C5 Binding Specificity
To facilitate Illumina sequencing, additional 50 leader sequences
were added to ptRNAMet82 for amplification by RT-PCR to avoid
bias introduced by a primer-ligation step (see Guenther et al.,
2013 and Supplemental Information). This nonetheless intro-
duces the potential for structural effects due to intramolecular
pairing interactions. In order to identify such contributions to
specificity we repeated the HiTS-KIN and HiTS-EQ measure-
ments of krel and KA,rel using two different 5
0 leader extensions,
termed 21A and 21B, in which the first 21 nucleotides are
switched to their WC complement. We reasoned that effects of
sequence variation due to intrinsic C5 specificity will be common
between the 21A and 21B datasets, while differences can iden-
tify attenuation or enhancement due to sequence context.
For the ptRNAMet8221B(N-3-8) population (Figure 3B) the rate
constant and equilibrium constant distributions are similar to
those observed in the ptRNAMet8221A context (compare Figures
3C and 3D). Figure 3F shows the observed lnKA,rel versus lnkrel
values plotted for each individual sequence variant in the ptRNA-
Met8221B population. Similar to ptRNAMet8221A, most variants in
the ptRNAMet8221A(N-3-8) population follow a linear relationship
in which the association rate constant and equilibrium binding
affinity are correlated. In both cases the data for optimal variants
(lnkrel >1) fit a linear trend with a slope of approximately 0.5 (or-
ange dashed line). This result suggests that the ability of C5 pro-
tein to discriminate between leader sequences at the transition
state for substrate binding is an intrinsic aspect of its mecha-
nism, and that this property is independent of the sequences 50
of the binding site.
However, the plot of lnKA,rel versus lnkrel for the 21B random-
ized population is curved relative to the data obtained using
the 21A context (compare Figures 3E and 3F). The observation
of the curvature in the plot of lnKA,rel versus lnkrel suggests
that there is likely to be a second, independent effect of
sequence variation on the binding mechanism relative to the
ptRNAMet8221A population that may have a greater effect on
koff (see Supplemental Information: correlation analysis of krel
and KA,rel values) (Figure S3). We noted that the greatest curva-
ture occurs at the lowest values of krel and KA,rel. The unfavorable
nature of the effect combined with the dependence of this effect
on the identity of the 50 distal leader sequence suggests
that the observed curvature in plots of lnkrel versus lnKA,rel for
ptRNAMet8221B may reflect contributions to specificity from
RNA structure.
Proximal Leader Sequence Secondary Structure
Interferes with C5 Binding
To identify C5 binding site sequences with the greatest sensi-
tivity to the distal 50 leader sequence context, we plotted the
observed krel values for the ptRNA
Met82(N-3-8)21A versus the
21B population (Figure 4A). For the majority of sequences,
the KA,rel (Figure 4A) and krel values (Figure S4) are consistent be-
tween the 21A and 21B contexts. However, a subset of se-
quences has a significantly lower binding affinity (>2-fold) and
a slower rate constant in the 21A context compared with same
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sequences in the 21B context (note upper left quadrant of Fig-
ure 4A). A smaller number of sequences follow the opposite
trend, and have faster reactivity and bind with higher affinity in
the 21A distribution. This observation further suggests that the
sequences that are sensitive to the distal 50 leader sequence
context are subject to a second, unfavorable contribution to
specificity that is likely to involve secondary structure.
To test this notion we calculated a mean folding free energy
(MFE) for each variant. The results showed that a greater number
of sequences in the 21B population have high folding stabilities
(MFE < 4 kcal/mol) compared with the 21A population (Fig-
ure S4). This result correlates with the shift in the krel and KA,rel
distributions to overall lower values in the 21B population as
noted above (compare Figures 3B and 3E). The calculated
MFE values for the 21B sequence context are overlaid on the
plot of the natural log of the KA,rel values for the 21A versus the
21B population in Figure 4B. The correspondence between
the two substrate contexts is greatest for sequences with a
low potential to form a stable structure. Conversely, sequences
with low predicted folding free energies (<7 kcal/mol) in the
21B context deviate from this trend and bind with lower affinity
than expected. Similarly, the subset of sequences with the
most negative predicted MFE in the 21A population bind signif-
icantly weaker than those observed for the same sequences in
the 21B leader context (Figure S5).
We also calculated for each sequence the number of potential
pairing interactions involving the C5 binding site at N(-3-8) con-
tained in the lowest free energy structure model. We used this in-
formation to evaluate whether the magnitudes of KA,rel and krel
correlated with increasing potential to form WC pairing interac-
tions in the C5 binding site. Relative to the reference substrate
at lnkrel = 0, a clear correlation is observed between increasing
numbers of pairing interactions in the C5 binding site and
decreasing lnkrel for ptRNA
Met8221A(N-3-8) (Figure 4C). The
same trend toward lower affinity and slower association with
increasing numbers of predicted pairing interactions in the C5
binding site is observed for both lnkrel and lnKA,rel in both the
21A and 21B sequence contexts (Figure S5). Importantly, ptRNA
substrates that lack the 21A/B 50 extension, but nonetheless
contain a 6 base pair stem loop that includes the C5 binding
site, bind with 20-fold lower affinity in single-substrate EMSA
assays (Figure S6).
Thus, the data are consistent with two independent effects of
sequence variation on C5 binding: a primary effect governing the
behavior of most variants is independent of sequence context
representing RNA-protein interactions. A second, independent,
contribution to specificity involves the formation of an unfavor-
able secondary structure in the single-stranded RNA binding
site of C5.
Quantitative Analysis of Intrinsic C5 Sequence
Specificity
The ability to identify effects due to unfavorable secondary struc-
ture allowed us to isolate the population of sequences in which
C5 binding specificity is least influenced by these contributions.
The subsets of sequences in the 21A and 21B populations that
primarily reflect intrinsic C5 sequence specificity for its single-
stranded RNA binding site were selected by binning the data
points spanning values of ±0.5 reflective to a line with a slope
of m = 0.5 drawn through the reference sequence (at lnkrel =
lnKA,rel = 0) in plots of lnkrel versus lnKA,rel. A value of m = 0.5
was selected because data with lnkrel > 0 in both datasets,
Figure 4. Stable RNA Secondary Structure Makes Unfavorable Con-
tributions to C5 Binding Specificity
(A) Density plot of ln(KA,rel) measured for ptRNA
Met82(N-3-8)21A versus 21B.
(B) Dot plot of the same data with an overlay of mean folding free energy (MFE)
calculated for each leader sequence in the 21A population. The color code
corresponding to the range of MFE values is shown on the right.
(C) Density plot of lnkrel observed for the ptRNA
Met82(N-3-8)21A population as a
function of the number of WC pairing interactions involving the C5 binding site
in the calculated lowest-free energy structures. The number of WC pairs from
0 to complete pairing (6) is shown on the left.
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including the majority of endogenous genomically encoded
leader sequences, correlate with a slope of 0.5 (see Figures 3C
and 3F). This operation captured the majority of sequences in
both populations (Figure S7), reflecting the fact that relatively
few sequences in the population are subjected to large effects
due to secondary structure.
A probability sequence logo of the optimal 1% of sequences
reveals nucleobase discrimination throughout the binding site
(Figure 5A). However, this analysis does not take into account
the entire range of effects of sequence variation of reaction
rate and affinity. Therefore, we fit the krel and KA,rel datasets inde-
pendently to a quantitative model for sequence specificity that
incudes parameters for nucleobase identity and position (posi-
tion weight matrix [PWM] scores) as well as parameters that
quantify the coupling of the contributions between different po-
sitions within the binding site (interaction coefficient [a] terms)
(Guenther et al., 2013) (see Supplemental Information). As shown
in Figure 5B, this PWM binding model that includes a terms ex-
plained 74% of the variance in the data. The PWM and a values
for both the kinetic and equilibrium binding datasets allows the
effects of sequence variation on krel and Krel to be quantitatively
compared. The nucleobase specificity as indicated by the PWM
values as well as the a values are essentially identical for both
datasets. The PWM scores for each nucleotide at individual
positions in the binding site documents the intrinsic sequence
preference of C5 (Figure 5C). A heatmap showing the correlation
between the a values calculated for the krel and Krel distributions
reveals that both datasets demonstrate coupling between adja-
cent nucleotides in the binding site (Figure 5D). These results are
consistent with the correlation between krel andKA,rel (see above,
Figure 3) and the interpretation that sequence variation in the C5
binding site similarly affects the free energy of the transition state
for association and the RNase P-ptRNA complex.
According to this model, the PWM and a parameters derived
from quantitative analysis of sequence specificity represent the
intrinsic RNA discrimination properties of C5 binding that are in-
dependent of the surrounding leader sequence context. To test
this we measured the kinetics and equilibrium binding affinity of
selected individual variants in the context of ptRNAs with short
(10 nt) leader sequences lacking the 21A/B 50 extension and
containing only the C5 binding site (Figure 6A). We focused
the experimental analysis on N(-3) and N(-4) because these
positions show clear coupling (high a values) and PWM scores
(Figure 5), and also lie within the P protein binding site as
Figure 5. Quantitative Modeling of the RNA Sequence Specificity of C5 Protein
Sequences minimally affected by unfavorable secondary structure were binned as described in the text and in Supplemental Information.
(A) Probability sequence logo calculated from sequences in the top 1% of krel values.
(B) Comparison of the KA,rel values predicted by linear regression fitting to a specificity model, including position weight matrix (PWM) and interaction coefficient
(a) values as determinants to the observed KA,rel values.
(C) PWM values derived from fitting the high-throughput biochemical data. Scoring is relative to the genomically encoded leader (AAAAAG), which contributes a
linear coefficient of 0; positive and negative values represent contributions relative to the reference sequences.
(D) Comparison of interaction coefficient (a) values derived from independently fitting the KA,rel and krel datasets. The magnitude of the a values from fitting KA,rel
are indicated by differences in color (with red indicating greater magnitude), while the magnitude of krel values are indicated by differences in size.
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demonstrated by photocrosslinking, mutagenesis, and X-ray
crystallography (Koutmou et al., 2010; Niranjanakumari et al.,
2007; Reiter et al., 2010). The quantitative binding model pre-
dicts that the contribution of the nucleobase at N(-4) is depen-
dent on the identity of the nucleobase at position N(-3). Specif-
ically, the PWM and a values derived from data fitting predict
that A(-4) or C(-4) enhances the contribution of G(-3) (a = +0.45
to +0.83), while a G(-4) or U(-4) suppresses the contribution of
G(-3) (a = 1.23 to 0.54) (Figures 5D and 6B). The identity of
N(-4) has a smaller, but opposite effect on the contribution of a
U(-3). To test for the predicted context dependence we used re-
actions containing single ptRNA lacking additional 50 leader se-
quences distal to the C5 binding site. The results validate that
for krel, U is optimal at N(-4) and that a G(-3) to U(-3) substitution
has only a 2- to 3-fold effect when N(-4) is A or C. However, this
same change in RNA sequence has a 4- to 8-fold effect on the
experimentally observed rate and equilibrium constants when
the adjacent N(-4) is G or U (Figure 6C). Therefore, we conclude
that the PWM values accurately reflect the intrinsic sequence
specificity contributed by C5 to ptRNA recognition. Importantly,
the coupling effects measured by a values, although small,
together make large and significant contributions to the
observed sequence specificity.
DISCUSSION
Because RBPs like C5 interact with their binding sites in both a
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Figure 6. Validation of the Context-Depen-
dent Effects of Sequence Variation in the
C5 Binding Site using Single ptRNA Sub-
strates
(A) The effect of a U to G substitution at position
N(-3) is influenced by the base identity at position
N(-4) as expressed by the a value from modeling
as described in the text and shown in Figure 5D.
The 16 different individual ptRNAs lacking the 21A
extension with different nucleobases at N(-3) and
N(-4) were synthesized and their krel and KA,rel
values determined using individual substrate
assays.
(B) The magnitude of the a values of U(-3) or G(-3)
in the context of the other four nucleobases at
N(-4) predicted from linear regression of the krel
and KA,rel datasets.
(C) Experimentally observed effects of G to U
substitution at N(-3) are influenced by base identity
at N(-4). The bar graph shows the fold effect on the
observed krel and KA,rel values measured for indi-
vidual ptRNA substrates representing all four nu-
cleobases at the N(-4) position.
tors must necessarily contribute to
discrimination between alternative RNA
binding sites. Several transcriptome-
wide studies have now linked mRNA sec-
ondary structure to RBP binding and
regulation of translation, mRNA stability,
alternative splicing, and polyadenylation
(Barrass et al., 2015; Ding et al., 2014;
Gosai et al., 2015; Li et al., 2012). It has also been shown that
sequestration of protein binding sites by RNA structures can
impact RBP binding in vitro (Zhuang et al., 2012) and in vivo
(Maenner et al., 2013). RNA structure can thus impact selectivity
even for proteins that bind to unstructured sites. Exploring the
contributions of sequence and structure to RBP specificity at a
quantitative, mechanistic level is therefore important, and the
studies presented here represent a necessary first step. We
are able to comprehensively define for C5 how structure exerts
an influence on specificity that is independent and separable
from its intrinsic RNA sequence specificity. These properties of
C5 in turn allow RNase P to respond to the differences in both
ground state and transition state free energies of alternative
ptRNA substrates.
To date, few studies have been aimed at determining RNA
binding specificity by analyzing the kinetics of large numbers
of RNA substrates. Analysis of the binding of the MS2 coat pro-
tein to a large set of variants of its cognate RNA hairpin (Buenros-
tro et al., 2014) revealed differences in substrate preferences due
to variations in ground state structure as well as the strength of
RNA-protein contacts. The specificity of MS2 primarily arises
due to effects of sequence variation on association rate con-
stants, with comparably small contributions from dissociation
rate constants. Although ptRNA dissociation was not directly
measured in the current study, the fact that we observe similar
effects of sequence variation on rate and equilibrium constants
suggests minimal effects on koff. Variation in tRNA structure
has a minimal effect on the dissociation rate constant for
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EF-Tu binding, but has a large effect on association rate constant
that in turn determines its binding specificity (Schrader et al.,
2009). Such a mode of ‘‘kon specificity,’’ may be common for
RNA recognition given the ability of RNA to form alternative
structures and the involvement of higher-order structure, or its
lack, in the affinity of many RNA binding proteins.
For RNase P, a competing unfavorable structure lowers the
free energy of the ground state, while favorable 50 leader interac-
tions with C5 lower the free energy of the transition state for as-
sociation (Figure 7). RNA structure negatively affects binding
presumably by competing directly with the formation of RNA-
protein interactions that require single-stranded conformations
(Niranjanakumari et al., 1998; Rueda et al., 2005). This adds a
contribution to the activation energy (DGstructure) resulting in a
slower kcat/Km relative to a substrate in which structure is absent.
The formation of favorable RNA-protein interactions with C5
(red circle in Figure 7) stabilizes the RNase P-ptRNA complex
(DGRNA-protein) and is therefore observed as tighter binding.
Thus, the kcat/Km is determined by both contributions from inde-
pendent effects due to intrinsic sequence specificity and from
unfavorable effects due to secondary structure. The contribution
from unfavorable structure can clearly modulate the observed
sequence specificity of an RBP to different extents contingent
on whether the local sequences are complementary and avail-
able for pairing. Thus, in some circumstances the contribution
from this effect arising from binding site context could dominate
the observed specificity for alternative RNA substrates indepen-
dent of effects on RNA-protein interactions.
These results raise the potential for significant contributions
from local sequence context on RNase P specificity in vivo.
However, little is known about how leader sequence structure
and pairing interactions influence RNase P processing. The 50
leader length is important since leaders lacking sufficient length
to interact with the protein are processed more slowly both
in vitro and in vivo (Crary et al., 1998; Fredrik Pettersson et al.,
2005; Niranjanakumari et al., 1998). Endogenous ptRNAs occur
in a variety of precursor RNA contexts. Of the 89 ptRNA genes in
E. coli K12, 48 are polycistronic, 31 are monocistronic, and 10
occur in rRNA operons. There is a wide range of leader sequence
lengths (from 6 to >100 nucleotides) (Fredrik Pettersson et al.,
Figure 7. C5 Protein Specificity Contribu-
tions to RNase P Substrate Discrimination
at Both the Ground State and Transition
State for Association
Equilibrium formation of a secondary structure
in the 50 leader sequence can interfere with C5
binding, which lowers the ground state (DGstructure)
for the reaction resulting in a slower kcat/Km. For-
mation of favorable interactions between C5 and
its binding site stabilize the transition state for the
association (DGRNA-protein) and the bound RNase
P-ptRNA complex equivalently. Both contributions
affect the magnitude of kcat/Km and therefore
contribute to the discrimination by RNase P be-
tween alternative ptRNAs.
2005; Koutmou et al., 2010; Sun et al.,
2006). Among the 69 unique ptRNA
genes, 28 have leaders that are less than
15 nucleotides and may only form transient structures as pre-
dicted by MFOLD (J.Z., unpublished data). The remaining 35
leaders have the potential to form stable structure; however,
for the majority (23) distal pairing interactions exclude the C5
binding site leaving it free. The remaining 12 are predicted to
form stable pairing interactions involving N-3-8 that in some
cases involves stable stem-loop structures predicted to prevent
C5 binding. Thus, like other RBPs the local contexts of C5 bind-
ing sites appear to avoid the formation of interfering secondary
structure, except in a few notable cases. These possible excep-
tionsmay point to instances where structure plays amore impor-
tant role in modulating the rate of tRNA processing.
SIGNIFICANCE
Understanding how RBPs select cognate RNA binding sites
among the excess of non-cognate binding sites in the tran-
scriptome remains a significant challenge. Modeling RNA-
protein interaction networks requires accurate prediction
of relative affinities of RBPs for alternative RNA binding
sites. Overcoming these challenges requires consideration
of the problem of RBP specificity comprehensively, and in
chemical terms of how sequence variation alters the free en-
ergy landscape for RNA binding and processing reactions.
Measuring and analyzing quantitative large-scale structure
function datasets provides a powerful way to globally deter-
mine how RNA sequence variation affects in vitro reaction
mechanisms. Themethods used for comprehensive charac-
terization of RBP specificity described here utilize standard
in vitro RNA enzymologic methods and commercial HiTS
and so are likely to be adaptable to a variety of systems.
The complex interdependence of sequence and structure
in RNA molecular recognition is widely appreciated in
molecular and systems biology. However, predicting and
understanding the biological consequences of this interde-
pendence in chemical terms has been limited by a lack of
quantitative descriptions of the contributions of competing
alternative RNA structure RBP to specificity. Thus, the
advances reported here help to establish fundamental
principles of biological specificity, and provide a detailed
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description of RNA discrimination by the essential protein
subunit of a ribonucleoprotein enzyme central to RNA
metabolism.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
RNase P RNA, ptRNA, and randomized ptRNA pools were synthesized by
in vitro transcription using plasmid or PCR template DNAs (see Supplemental
Information). After PAGE purification RNAswere concentrated by precipitation
and stored in buffered aqueous solution at 80C. RNase P reaction kinetics
and equilibrium binding reactions were performed under standard conditions
of 50 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 0.005% Triton. Single-turnover reactions con-
tained an additional 17.5 mM MgCl2 with limiting (<10 nM) ptRNA substrate
and saturating concentrations (1–5 mM) of E. coli RNase P holoenzyme. Multi-
ple-turnover reactions were performed using the same conditions with limiting
RNase P (<10 nM) and substrate concentrations indicated in the text. The
ptRNA substrates were radioactively labeled at the 50 end with 32P using stan-
dard methods. Unreacted ptRNA substrate and the tRNA and 50 leader
sequence products were resolved by denaturing PAGE and quantified by iso-
topic counting using a phosphorimager. In Figure 2 the data for single- and
multiple-turnover reactions of randomized ptRNA are fit to a single exponential
function to illustrate the difference in reaction kinetics compared with the sub-
strate containing the genomically encoded leader sequence. For equilibrium
binding reactions Mg2+ was replaced with Ca2+ to slow the cleavage step
and bound ptRNA was resolved from the free population using EMSA.
HiTS-KIN simultaneously measures the kcat/Km value relative to an internal
reference sequence (krel) for thousands of substrates in a single in vitro kinetic
RNA processing reaction. Measurement of krel values for the ptRNA
Met82(N-3-
8)21A population were performed as described (Guenther et al., 2013). In brief,
the ptRNA population containing six randomized positions N(-3) to N(-8) was
reacted in vitro with RNase P. The unreacted ptRNA was purified from individ-
ual reaction time points, and the time-dependent change in the distribution of
individual ptRNA sequence variants was determined by Illumina sequencing.
Internal competition kinetics were used to calculate krel using the genomically
encoded ptRNAMet82 50 leader sequence as a reference. HiTS-EQ binding
analysis is a complementary method that measures the KA relative to an inter-
nal reference sequence (KA,rel) for thousands of substrates in a single in vitro
RNA equilibrium binding reaction. The overall workflow for HiTS-EQ is similar
to HiTS-KIN (see Figure S1). The same randomized ptRNAMet82(N-3-8) popu-
lations were used in equilibrium binding reactions, and the free and bound
fractionswere resolved and purified by EMSA. The free and bound populations
were visualized by staining with ethidium bromide and excised using standard
methods. The recovered RNA was converted into cDNA and PCR amplified as
described in more detail in Supplemental Information. PCR primers contained
appropriate adaptors for Illumina sequencing and the individual samples were
sequenced using standard 50 bp single-end reads on an Illumina HiSeq 2500
by the CWRU Genomics Core. The concentration-dependent changes in the
distribution of sequences in the free and bound populations were analyzed
using a simple competitive binding model to calculate the relative association
constant (KA,rel).
Secondary structures andminimum folding energies for 50 leader sequences
in the ptRNAMet8221A and 21B populations were calculated by the minimum
free energy algorithm approach (Zuker and Stiegler, 1981) using the
ViennaRNA Package (Lorenz et al., 2011). Quantitative analysis to calculate
PWM and a values from the krel and KA,rel distributions was performed as
described. First, the subsets of sequences in the 21A and 21B populations
that represent sequences that have minimal effects due to unfavorable
secondary structure and therefore reflect intrinsic C5 specificity were selected.
Data points were binned that spanned values that were ±0.5 reflective to a line
with a slope of m = 0.5 drawn through the reference sequence (at lnkrel =
lnKA,rel = 0) in plots of lnkrel versus lnKA,rel as described in the text. The resulting








which contains terms for specificity, PWM values, at individual nucleotide po-
sitions (ai, ci, gi, and ui), as well as interaction terms, a values, that adjust the
PWM score for an individual position depending on the sequence identity at
other positions in the binding site. The PWM values express the contribution
of individual positions in the binding site to the rate or equilibrium constant
distributions.
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